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Abstract

ral voiced speech at all. It would therefore be very useful if
MVOCA could distinguish between voiced and unvoiced phone
pairs from articulatory movements alone.
This paper verifies the results previously obtained from a
single speaker for a set of three speakers: the original test
speaker and two other speakers with no previous experience in
using MVOCA. We then describe a more thorough investigation
of the phonetic detail that PMA can capture. The results suggest that voiced/unvoiced distinctions from PMA data might be
feasible for a wide range of speech sounds.

This paper investigates the performance of a silent speech interface (SSI) based on permanent-magnetic articulography (PMA)
across several speakers. In a previously published study, the SSI
was shown to be capable of distinguishing between voiced and
unvoiced plosives ([b,p] and [d,t]) in data recorded from a single
speaker; a surprising result in a system without access to speech
acoustics. The study presented in this paper verifies this finding
for three male native English speakers. Furthermore, the speech
data used in this investigation was designed to shed light on the
capability of the SSI to differentiate between a wider range of
phones. A particularly interesting result is that it is possible to
distinguish between voiced and unvoiced fricatives ([s,z] and
[f,v]) as well as plosives, using PMA data.
Index Terms: silent speech interfaces, assitive speech technology, articulography

2. Methodology
2.1. Speakers
This paper is the first one to investigate performance of PMAbased speech recognition for multiple speakers. 3 male adult
native British English speakers participated in this experiment
(M1, M2 and M3). All these speakers have normal speech.
Speaker M1 is the test speaker used in the previous studies [3],
[5] and [4].
The MVOCA prototype was built to fit speaker M1 and was
not adjusted to anatomical differences such as head size for the
other test speakers. For test speakers M2 and M3, the trials reported here were their first recordings with the device and they
did not receive any specific training prior to the recording sessions.

1. Introduction
The Magnetic Voice Output Communication Aid (MVOCA) is
a silent speech interface (SSI) based on the principle of magnetic sensing of articulatory movements. In contrast to ElectroMagnetic Articulography (EMA) [1], MVOCA uses small permanent magnets that are placed on the articulators. The movement of these markers during speech is detected by a set of magnetic field sensors that are attached to a lightweight wearable
frame, depicted in figure 1. This measuring technique is called
Permanent-Magnetic Articulography (PMA) and it is described
in detail in [2].
The MVOCA prototype used in these experiments features
five magnetic field sensors, each of which measures all three
spacial components of the magnetic field at the respective sensor location. In total, 15 channels of magnetic field data are
thus available to trace articulatory gestures. In contrast to EMA,
PMA does not provide exact locations of the markers, as it is not
possible to separate the contributions of individual markers to
the overall magnetic field at a given point. Rather, typical patterns of magnetic field fluctuations are detected and associated
with specific articulatory gestures through statistical modelling.
In previous publications [3] and [4], the validity of this approach for speech recognition purposes was demonstrated for a
single test speaker. These studies also showed that PMA data
was sufficient to distinguish between voiced and unvoiced plosives for that speaker, which was an interesting finding since
MVOCA does not have access to direct information about voicing. Indeed, MVOCA is developed primarily as a medical
speech aid for patients who have undergone surgical removal
of the larynx, so the target user group is not capable of natu-
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2.2. Vocabulary
The vocabulary used in the experiments was designed to explore
consonant recognition and consisted of the 71 words listed in
table 1. All of them are single-syllable CVC words that share
the same central vowel. For easier reference, the items in the
table are arranged according to their initial and final consonants.
Nonsense words were omitted to allow comfortable reading
by the test speakers. For the same reason, the existing but very
rare word cyme was not included, even though it would have
fitted the pattern of table 1.
2.3. Data recoding
Speech was recorded in the form of isolated words. Single
words were displayed in random order as prompts on a screen at
regular intervals of three seconds. Participants were instructed
to read out the words as they appeared. Both the acoustic speech
signal and the articulatory PMA data were recorded simultaneously. The PMA data stream was sampled at 500Hz.
The acoustic signal was subsequently used to check the
data, eliminate mispronounced items, and to correct labels if
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Table 1: The 71 word vocabulary used in the experiments.
tight
byte
might
knight
site
fight
white
right
light
tile
pile
bile
mile
Nile
file
vile
while
rile

tide
died
pied
bide

type
pipe

time
dime

tine
dine
pine

mime

mine
nine
sign
fine
vine
wine
Rhine
line

side
vied
wide
ride
lied
dice
mice
nice
vice
rice
lice

wipe
ripe

rhyme
lime

ties
dies
pies
buys
sighs
vies
wise
rise
lies

dive

knife
fife

five

wife
rife
life

rive
live

2.5. Training and recognition
Figure 1: The MVOCA sensor frame (above). Five magnetic
field sensors are mounted on a frame that is attached to a pair
of glasses. They record movements of the magnetic markers
(below) during speech.

HMM training and recognition was performed using HTK [6].
Each isolated word was treated as an utterance consisting of
three segments: initial, mid and final. Since all words share the
same mid segment (the central vowel /AI/), the boundaries of the
initial and final segments are defined by the mid segment that is
common to all utterances. Segment boundaries were established
automatically from the transcribed data.
Model training and recognition experiments were carried
out for each speaker individually, using five jack-knife cycles.
Each segment was represented by 10 emitting states and each
feature was modelled by 3 Gaussian mixture components per
state. The features were assumed to be statistically independent,
i.e. a diagonal covariance matrix was used.
Recognition was carried out under two different conditions.
In the first condition, results were not restricted to words in the
vocabulary. Initial and end segments were treated as independent from each other. In contrast, the second condition used
a grammar that disallowed segment combinations that would
have resulted in out-of-vocabulary words. The relative frequency of segments in the vocabulary did not influence recognition in either condition. For example, even though 10 different
words in the vocabulary start with /r/ and only 4 with /b/, there
was no bias towards choosing /r/ as the initial segment in the
recogniser. In the following, the first condition will be abbreviated SegRec, the second WordRec.

that seemed appropriate. All utterances were also endpointed in
the audio domain and the word boundaries were subsequently
converted into the PMA sensor domain. All audio information
was then discarded and only the PMA data used for HMM training and recognition.
M1 and M3 recorded 10 instances of each word in the vocabulary, or a total of 710 utterances. M2 recorded 8 instances
per word, 568 in total.
2.4. Data processing
The PMA data was cleaned from electric mains interference
and other high-frequency noise by applying a low-pass filter, realised as a 10-point moving average, with its first spectral minimum at 50Hz for the 500Hz sampling frequency of the PMA
data stream. This prevents spectral aliasing.
The data was downsampled to 100Hz, which corresponds
to a sampling rate of 10ms, i.e. a typical rate used for acoustic
features in speech recognition.

3. Results

The first time derivatives were computed for all 15 magnetic
field components and added to the original time series data, resulting in a feature vector size of 30. The second time derivatives were not used because they did not significantly improve
performance (for a more thorough discussion of this effect see
[4]).

3.1. Word level
Table 2 lists the word accuracies achieved for the three different
test speakers. As expected, word accuracy in the SegRec condition is lower compared to WordRec, because non-vocabulary
results are prevented in the latter.
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Figure 2: Confusions of initial segments across all speakers
(SegRec condition).

Figure 3: Confusions of final segments across all speakers (SegRec condition).

Compared to M1, for whose anatomy the MVOCA prototype was specified, the accuracy for M2 and M3 dropped. The
smaller gap between M2 and M3 might be related to the smaller
amount of data recorded by M2 relative to the other speakers.

All of the critical pairs were distinguished by the MVOCA
with confusion rates of 20% and less. This is significantly below
chance level (p<0.01) for all the phones observed. Results were
also statistically significant for all speakers and phone pairs individually, except for speaker M2 and the pair b/p (p=0.07).

Table 2: Word accuracies by test speaker and recognition conditions.
Speaker
M1
M2
M3

WordRec
90.97%
82.72%
84.91%

Table 3: Confusion rate for relevant pairs of phones.

SegRec
86.76%
76.72%
74.89%

b/p
d/t
f/v
s/z
b/m
p/m
d/n

3.2. Segment level
Figures 2 and 3 show the confusion matrices for the initial and
final segments across all three speakers in the SegRec condition.
The numbers shown correspond to absolute figures across all
speakers. For example, a /b/ as the initial segment was falsely
recognised as an /m/ 23 times in total over all three speakers.
As expected from the word accuracies above, there were
less segment confusions for M1 than for the other speakers, but
the general pattern of confusions apparent from figures 2 and 3
was similar for all individual speakers.
It is clear that the observed recognition errors are not randomly distributed. They follow a specific pattern that seems
to be related to the articulatory gestures underlying the phones
that were confused with each other. For example, the position
of tongue and lips is similar in [n] and the onset of [d]; the main
difference is the elevation of the velum, which is not captured
by the current MVOCA system.
Table 3 lists the relative confusion rate per relevant phone
pair. This confusion rate was calculated for each pair from the
number of correctly identified phones and the specific pair confusions, disregarding other recognition errors. For example, to
calculate the b/p confusion rate, b/m confusions were ignored:
(20+15)/(20+15+64+122)=15.8%.

15.8%
3.8%
17.7%
11.9%
20.0%
7.7%
10.1%

Another systematic error was the substitution of /s/ or /z/
with /t/ in the final segment, which occurred 8 and 6 times, respectively. Again, this can be explained by articulatory similarity.

4. Discussion
The overall results demonstrate that the principle of PMAbased speech recognition functions for all three speakers. It is
also clear, however, that speaker M1 had an advantage, either
through experience and familiarity with the system, or through
the customisation of the prototype to his anatomy. The latter
would be a likely cause since the magnetic field diminishes exponentially with the distance from the magnet, so a sensor frame
that places the magnetic field sensors close to the speaker’s face
facilitates a clear PMA signal. To determine the exact cause
will require further tests with bespoke prototypes for the other
speakers.
The segment-level results show that all cases where there
were systematic confusions of phones can be explained by articulatory similarity. But even phone pairs that differ primarily in
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the voicing parameter, and share the same supralaryngeal specifications, were still distinguishable above chance level, except
in one case for one speaker. Overall, the voiced or unvoiced
phone was correctly identified in about 90% of the cases. This
is a result that is of particular interest for the development of
MVOCA as a medical speech aid for laryngectomees.
A surprising result was the relative stability of the phone /t/.
It was not as often confused with its voiced counterpart /d/ as
was the case in all other voiced/unvoiced pairs. It also was not
regularly confused with /n/, even though that might have been
guessed from articulatory similarity.
It is important to note that the reported segment-level results relate to the SegRec condition, i.e. the recognition decisions were solely determined by the segment models. Enforcing
vocabulary words further decreases the error rate.
Another observation is that it might be beneficial to place
another magnetic marker on the velum. This would provide extra information relevant to distinguishing /b/ and /p/ from /m/, as
well as /d/ from /n/. These confusions cover a large proportion
of the systematic errors present in the data and should therefore
have a large impact on performance.

5. Conclusion
This paper has shown that PMA-based speech recognition can
be successfully used by untrained speakers. Results that were
reported in previous publications for one test speaker were verified for other speakers. The observation that it is possible to distinguish between voiced and unvoiced consonants using PMA
data was consistent across all speakers. Previous observations
regarding voiced and unvoiced plosives were supplemented by
similar findings for voiced and unvoiced fricatives.
It is apparent from this study that PMA data is to some extent sufficient to reconstruct voicing information from articulatory movements alone. These findings will be extremely valuable during the further development of MVOCA as an assistive
speech aid.
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